
S 

My experience of  
supporting James 



James 

S  First three years of  life: Trauma and neglect, exposed to 
sexual content 

S  Learning disability 

S  Two placement breakdowns before he came to residential 
school aged 6 

S  He is now 17 years old 



Development of  sexual 
inappropriate/harmful behavior 

S  Inappropriate or harmful? Harmful to whom?  

S  Importance of  early years, seeing it as developmental 
process 

S  Different and similar to other challenges 



First incidents 

S  Approached male staff  and unknown workmen. Touched 
some inappropriately or asked them to follow him into 
empty rooms 

S  Tried to get access to bathrooms to watch other young 
people shower 

S  Stole underwear and personal items of  other young people 
or male staff  



Response  

S  Felt that his behavior posed a significant risk to himself  and 
others 

S  First response was to increase supervision (particularly 
around those more vulnerable than him) 

S  Started to work with him on social awareness: “Private-
Public” “Strangers-Friends-Family” 



Examples 







Further incidents and struggle 
to give him right support 

S  Soon felt that problem was not so much lack of  
understanding (although it helped) 

S  Main problem rather James's difficulty to control and 
regulate his emotions and impulses 

S  “Punishment” approach not successful 

S  Supervision contained the problem but feeling of  being 
stuck and how to move forward 



Work on emotion regulation 

S  To help James recognize his triggers and develop coping 
strategies. Next step work on empathy. 

S  Example: Emotion Works 



Working with other 
professionals 

S  Involvement of  Clinical Psychologist (stopped after six 
weeks and she felt there was nothing more to build on) 

S  Difficult conversation with professionals around ‘curing’ 
James vs a recognition that his behavior is deeply related to 
his past and his disabilities (complex) 

S  Not wanting to stigmatise him, Wanting to support 
independence (?), Being afraid that severity of  something 
going wrong  is not taken into account 



Questions and key-points 

S  He has always had high anxiety and does not like being alone. 
Difficulties to trust himself  

S  Independence or interdependence? 

S  Able to cognitively learn the right answers but difficulty to do 
the right thing (also in other areas e.g. crossing the road) 

S  Learns by doing, by experiencing: How to expose him, while 
making sure that he and others are safe? 

S  How to support his sexuality? Acknowledge that his 
possibilities to experience and try out are more limited 
(developmental gap) 



What works well? What is 
challenging? 

S  In-depth work has led to understanding of  the problem. Open 
and honest conversations with key-people he trusts: Not 
keeping it inside, keeping feelings a secret BUT 

S  Difficult to find balance of  not wanting to focus on it too 
much. To create a negative self-image which he might 
internalise 

S  Difficulty to react to incidents with all seriousness (this is 
really wrong!) but not overreact (you are wrong) 

S  Not to stigmatise sexuality 



What would help? 

S  A male role-model 

S  Groups and environments for peer interactions 

S  Professionals that have an understanding of  learning 
disability and James’s unique background and past 

 


